“How Poetry Changes the World”
Projects on Campus
ENG 3378/UNSC 3301
Project: Poetry sculpture
Location: Fountain near Carroll Science
Description: Lines from Seamus Heaney’s “ Twice Shy” with QR code linking to full poem and brief discussion of it by our students
Project: Garden of Contentment Hanging Tags  
Location: ABL’s Garden of Contentment  
Description: Tags hang throughout the garden with a few lines of poetry on each and QR codes nearby linking to full poems. Poems reflect themes of nature, solitude, hope, and spirituality.
Project: **Window Poems**
Location: Marrs McLean Gym and SLC
Description: Poems from a Ukrainian poet, a Russian poet, a Baylor English alum, and Emily Dickinson appear as a surprise to people passing by and help them consider topics like war and personal identity.
Project: **Poetry Walking Tour**
Location: ABL, Memorial Residence Hall, the Vera Martin fountain, Carroll Science, Draper Courtyard
Description: Participants stop at five different destinations to read poems that invite them to reflect on the wonder of their number. Poems provide a developing sense of community.
Project: **Images on Stickers**
Location: Between Carroll Science and SUB
Description: Students passed out computer stickers with distinct images from poems, along with a QR code linking to full poems, candy, and a program of Beall Poetry Events.